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The following significant changes appear in Service Pack 1.  Note that the installation of 
this Service Pack will require a Feature Code. 
 

1. The Reporting Level for calculating a locationôs vehicle availability and utilization 
has been moved from the Terminal Settings screen to the Location File - Details 
tab. 

 
2. Direct Bill partial payments and credits will now appear on the Daily Business 

Report. 
 
3. The Budget Perfect Drive Report has been added to the Back Office Franchise 

Dependent Reports.  It also can generate a transmission file to be emailed. 
 

4. The Location Performance Report will run faster as summary records are kept on 
a monthly instead of daily basis. 

 
5. The ability to charge a Frequent Flier Recovery Fee has been implemented.  To 

do this, first go to Admin->Locations->Rental Counters->Airlines and add a 
record for each airline on which you would like to recover the fee.  Then go to 
Marketing->Pricing->Misc Charges and Coverages and set up a Miscellaneous 
Charge with a Type of ñFF recovery Feeò.   DO NOT check the ñauto applyò box 
on the ñGeneralò page.  Define which airlines apply by using the ñAirlineò tab.  
During contract processing, access the Frequent Flier screen.  If the Airline 
entered matches one which has a FF recovery fee, the charge will be applied. 

 
6. A CO2 field has been added to the Fleet records. 

 
7. The Accounts Receivable Report now takes into account partial payments. 

 
8. Epson LQ printers are now supported. 

 
9. Manual changes to miscellaneous charges are no longer recalculated. 

 
10. If you are no longer using a certain vehicle class, you can make it inactive so it 

will not appear in selection lists. 
 

11. The Maintenance Due Inquiry also searches for alerts by odometer, and displays 
the vehicles current odometer next to the unit number. 
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12. The Unit Exchange browser can now find contracts by unit number. 

 
13. The Dollar FastLane program has been added.  This allows profiles to be 

retrieved from the FastLane database in Tulsa. 
 

14. The Budget Perfect Drive Report has been added. 
 

15. The Customer Report can be run by sales representative. 
 

16. A transaction number series for invoices can be created; these will be 
automatically assigned to direct bill payments. 

 
17. In ForwardVision, you can specify a prefix to be used on filenames. 

 
18. When selecting records, the P11D Report no longer requires a rental reason to 

be assigned to the contract. 
 

19. The Flattened Damage Photo, along with any damage indicators, has been 
added to PPGEN so that it can be printed on your rental agreement.  

 
20. Mileage Quota: The in-service date and grounding date are used to calculate the 
number of days the vehicle will be in the fleet.  The number of ñallowedò miles are 
divided by the number of in-fleet days, resulting in a ñMileage Allowance Per 
Dayò.  The number of days that have passed since the in-service date is then 
multiplied by the Mileage Allowance Per Day, resulting in the ñAllowed Miles To-
Dateò.  The current odometer value is then expressed as a percentage of the 
Allowed Miles To-Date. 

 
For example, if you have a vehicle with an in-service date of 1/1/02 and a 
grounding date of 5/16/03, you have 500 in-fleet days.  If the vehicleôs grounding 
mileage is 50,000, it has 100 Miles Allowed Per Day.  On 10/3/02, the 275th day, 
the Mileage Quota is 27,500 miles.  If the odometer reads 25,000, the vehicle is 
under quota at 91% (27,500 divided by 25,000). 
 
If a vehicle has surpassed itôs Mileage Quote, it will appear in red in the Fleet 
Inquiry by Status screen (along with vehicles that have passed their expected out 
of service date or mileage). 
 

21. e-rez2 has been enhanced in the following ways: 

¶ The Internet user can now choose miscellaneous charges and 
coverages from your web site to be included with their reservation 

¶ Estimated charges will be calculated and displayed to the Internet 
user 

¶ Credit card authorizations and deposits can be taken through the 
Credit Card Processing Module (CCPRO) if you already have that 
on your RentWorks system. 

¶ Internet users now have the ability to cancel their reservations, 
which will update your data immediately 
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Although these enhancements are not actually in the Service Pack, an e-
rez2 user must at least be on Service Pack 1 in order to load these 
changes on their web site. 
 

22. Reservation Planner: This new screen allows you to assign vehicles to 
reservations using a multi-colored chart: 

 

The toolbar buttons are: 
Refresh - Display schedule for selected class/loc/dates 
Contract Mod - Brings up the selected contract in contract modify 
Res Mod - Brings up the selected res in reservation modify 
Options - Sets/View options for schedule 
Print  - Prints the schedule 

The Schedule consists of a list of vehicles for the selected class and the contracts 
and reservations associated with them.  You can view by Hours, Days, or Weeks. 

Contracts are a blue bar, reservations are green and the currently selected bar (if 
any) is aqua. Where any two bars overlap, the portion of time that they overlap 
will show red borders.  An example would be vehicle E67669 the reservations for 
Bently and Pauly. 

The Unassigned section contains reservations that are not currently assigned to a 
vehicle. 

The conflict section contains reservations that are in conflict with another reservation 
or contract. 

The system will automatically try to assign vehicles to reservations, starting with 
those vehicles with the lowest odometer.  By dragging and moving the 
reservations, you can re-assign them to different vehicles.  

 


